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Narrative
*The following is a summary of the investigation conducted, statements of
individuals involved, and activities. For exact wording, or phrases attributed
to individuals interviewed, or for more visual details regarding this
investigation see the investigating officer's Body Worn Camera Recorder (BWCR).*
On the 1st January 2020 (Wednesday) at approx. 1632 hrs., while in the area of
E. Brookstown and Byron St., Sgt conducted an investigatory stop of a 2013
Silver Toyota 4 Runner (Mississippi license plate WAB 4373) based on Suspicious
driving in a high crime area known for narcotic trafficking and numerous recent
shootings.
Upon contacting the vehicle driver (K
B
), the unmistakable
odor of marijuana was present on her person and from the vehicle.
B

was found to initially have an NCIC felony warrant.

Accused CLARENCE GREEN was the rear passenger in the vehicle, along with his
juvenile brother (co-defendant). GREEN and the Juvenile were not seated in
seat belts, but folded down seat backs and were not properly restrained.
A juvenile female child was seated in the unrestrained front seat passengers
lap. All were removed from the vehicle and secured into handcuffs, double
locked, as GREEN and his juvenile brother where moving as if concealing item(s)
in their pants/clothing.
Subsequent searches of their persons located a SMITH and WESSON Model SD9VE 9mm
handgun (Ser# FXZ7295) loaded with a round in the chamber and loaded magazine
concealed in GREEN's underware, barrell pointed up to his groin and upper torso.
GREEN is a prohibited possessor being currently on Probation until 09-11-20
for Att. Poss. of Oxycodone and has numerous Narcotic and Weapon arrests.
In the underware of GREEN's juvenile brother (Co-defendant) was an approx.
19.0 gm clear bag of marijuana bud. Also in the rear of the vehicle where
GREEN and his brother were located were a large box of 9mm ammunition and .223
cal. ammunition (consistent with the brand located in the weapon).
Sgt. transported GREEN and his co-defendant juvenile brother to their residence
(
) in an attempt to release the juvenile to his mother.
Upon contacting her and requesting verbal consent to check GREEN and the
juvenile brothers shared bedroom (Captured on BWCR), Sgt located a DPMS .223
Rifle in a green back pack (Ser#FFH152555) and a REMINGTON Model 870 pistol
grip pump 12 gauge shot gun (ser# S333236V) wrapped in a shirt in the bedroom
closet.
GREEN's mother denied knowledge/ownership of the guns and stated they should
not be in her residence. GREEN was booked accordingly. GREEN and his
juvenile Brother DENIED Vol. Consent for DNA Reference swabs, Cursing their
mother out when she attempted to convince the juvenile co-defendant to provide a
sample. See BWCR/ DMVR and Supplemental Report(s) for further.
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